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Dear Friends and Stakeholders:

During the 2012-2013 school year, the Partnership 4 Kids Board of Directors asked two important 
questions: Who needs us the most? and Where can we make the biggest impact without duplicating services?

It was the answers to those questions that led P4K to move from a direct service K-12 model to a new 
K-9 model. To continue services for 10th – 12th graders, P4K created formal partnerships with other youth 
serving agencies, College Possible, Avenue Scholars and TeamMates.  By forming these partnerships, 
P4K was able to build a sustainable model supporting students through elementary and middle school and the 
critical 9th grade transition year. Students who complete the formal P4K program in 9th grade are eligible 
to obtain the All Our Kids Foundation Scholarship upon high school graduation.

In this evaluation you will see, firsthand, the positive impact the program conversion has made.  
• 100% of our seniors graduated from high school for the third consecutive year.
• 100% of our graduating seniors enrolled in some form of post secondary education.
• 84% of these graduates have received financial assistance through our foundation; 8 graduating             
 seniors were recipients of the Susan T. Buffett Foundation scholarship. 
• The average GPA for middle school students increased from 2.39 to 3.06 and high school students   
 from 2.59 to 3.23.
• NeSA proficiency scores for reading and math in P4K elementary schools rose for the fourth 
      consecutive year. 
• 356 volunteers served as mentors in various areas of our programming and donated 7,415 hours             
 of their time.

We are making a positive difference in the lives of over 5,100 students that we served in 2013-14 and we are 
excited to share our findings with you. 

Statistical measurements in this evaluation were completed by Dr. Lisa St. Clair, Assistant Professor, 
Interdisciplinary Center for Program Evaluation at the Munroe Meyer Institute at UNMC.

Please feel free to contact me at 402-930-3003 or ddenbeck@p4k.org with your thoughts on this evaluation. 
I welcome the opportunity to discuss this in greater depth.  

Thanks again for your continued support of Partnership 4 Kids and of the young people we serve. 
By supporting our efforts, you continue to invest in the future of Omaha.

Sincerely,
     

Debbie J. Denbeck
President

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
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OVERVIEW
to build a community that advances the education of today’s 
youth and prepares them for tomorrow’s careers.

to partner with our community to guide our youth toward 
academic success, from kindergarten to careers, through 
goal setting, mentoring, and college access programs.

VISION

MISSION

25 YEARS OF MENTORING

TWO PROGRAMS BECOME ONE

2014 marks the 25th anniversary celebration of the Partnership 4 Kids Mentoring Program.  
It was 1989 when businessman Mike Yanney and his wife, Dr. Gail Walling Yanney, started a mentoring 
program for local students struggling to live up to their academic potential.  The pilot program began 
with a group of 20 students from McMillan Middle School.  ‘Yanneys’ Kids’, as the group of students 
dubbed themselves, went on to become college graduates and the Yanneys’ small community project 
blossomed into a full-fledged mentoring program known as All Our Kids. Today, the Yanneys’ creation 
has evolved even further into the city’s first group-mentoring program, serving students in five OPS 
middle schools and four high schools.

In 1996, local businessman Jerry Hoberman and his wife, Cookie, created a program to recognize 
students for their academic achievement.  The Hobermans patterned the basis of the program after 
an incentive system Jerry used to motivate his employees.  Jerry and Cookie transformed what began 
as an “Adopt A School” relationship with Belvedere Academy, into a school-wide achievement program 
that engaged not only the students, but their teachers, families and the entire community in working 
toward a common goal of student success. 

In 2007, Winners Circle and All Our Kids joined forces to help more disadvantaged students stay in school 
and graduate.  Today, those two programs have grown together and formed one organization, known 
as Partnership 4 Kids. In 2013-2014 we proudly served more than 5,000 students in 22 Omaha Public 
Schools, and we are dedicated to helping those students reach their fullest potential and achieve success 
from kindergarten to careers!

PARTNER COLLABORATIONS

In the spring of 2013, Partnership 4 Kids created a formal alliance with TeamMates, College Possible 
and Avenue Scholars to help Omaha’s youth reach their full academic potential.

P4K is affiliated with the Midlands Mentoring Parntership & the National Mentoring Partnership.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Partnerships

Elementary 
Goal Setting

------------
Group Mentoring 

Middle School

Group 
Mentoring

High School

College 
Access

Funding

Satisfaction 
Rates

*Third-party evaluation results 
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METHODOLOGY

P4K program outcomes

The information in this document reflects data from August 1, 2013 – July 31, 2014. 
Multi-year data is shared when available to show trends. The elementary, middle, and high 
school sections orient themselves based upon data showing the Quality and Impact of P4K’s 
programs. Data collected spans the breadth of the three program outcomes:

student data
P4K contracted with Dr. Lisa St. Clair, Assistant Professor, Interdisciplinary Center 
for Program Evaluation, Munroe Meyer Institute, University of Nebraska Medical Center, 
to analyze academic and engagement data for students in the P4K program. 
Dr. St. Clair received the following student data directly from the Omaha Public Schools 
Research Department.

Demographic Data 

Attendance 

NeSA Scores

Student Engagement Instrument Scores

Middle School and High School GPA data is received quarterly from the OPS Research Department. Individual school NeSA scores 
are taken from the 2013-2014 State of the Schools Report as published by the Nebraska Department of Education.  

Academic achievement

Positive life skills & motivation

Self worth 
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student engagment instrument
Omaha Public School’s Research Department administered the Student Engagement 
Instrument (SEI) to measure the engagement levels of OPS students during the 2013-
2014 school year.  However, this was presented as an optional task for individual 
teachers.  While the pre and post-test data were provided to our third party evaluator, 
not enough teachers took advantage of this assessment to provide accurate measure-
ments for P4K schools vs. comparison schools on student engagement levels. As such, 
SEI results were unavailable for P4K’s elementary, middle, and high school students.
The SEI would have provided data on six sub-scales of student engagement for both 
P4K students and those comparison groups provided by OPS:

cognitive engagement
1. Control and Relevance of School Work
2. Future Goals and Aspirations
3. Extrinsic Motivation

affective engagement
1. Teacher-Student Relationships
2. Peer Support for Learning
3. Family Support for Learning

goal achievement 

In the Goal Setting Program, individual student goals are set for reading, math, and life 
skills for each of the four academic quarters. Goal achievement is calculated by teachers 
and reported by classroom, by dividing the number of students who met their goals 
(in reading, math or life skills) by the total number of students in that classroom.

student surveys grade levels response rate

elementary 4, 5, 6 69%

middle school 7, 8 69%
high school 9, 12 54%
OPS staff surveys grade levels response rate

Principal surveys K-6 50%
Teacher surveys K-6 32%
volunteer surveys grade levels response rate

Goal Buddies 1-6 33%
Mentors/Navigators 7-9 & 12 41%

surveys
P4K’s elementary student survey is administered through the OPS Research Department 
and completed by students in the classroom. All other surveys are administered electronically 
through Survey Monkey.
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DEMOGRAPHICS

elementary

4,714 students

P4K

OPS- 76%

African American 

Hispanic

Caucasian

Asian

Other

50%

25%

12%

7%

6%

26%

33%

31%

4%

6%

free & reduced lunch

P4K- 93%

OPS
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middle school

161 students

P4K

OPS- 74%

African American 

Hispanic

Caucasian

Other

39%

52%

8%

1%

27%

31%

free & reduced lunch

P4K- 89%

OPS

58%     42% 
Female            Male

10%

32%
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DEMOGRAPHICS

high school

240 students

P4K

OPS- 70%

African American 

Hispanic

Caucasian

Other

41%

44%

8%

7%

25%

31%

free & reduced lunch

P4K- 75%

OPS

62%     38% 
Female            Male

12%

32%
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Free and Reduced Lunch is a federal indicator that the student’s family income meets 
the federal poverty guidelines.  For 2013, this indicator reflects a family of 4 living 
at or below an annual income of $23,550.

Note: Mentoring students must self-report free & reduced lunch qualification. Above averages are based on 
those students who reported this information. Nineteen percent (19%) of high school students did not report 
this data. Elementary data is reported school-wide on the OPS website.

average household income

Average income by household

$33,593

$51,672

Median household income for P4K 
students based on zip code (2013-US 
Census Bureau)

Median household income for the city 
of Omaha (2013-US Census Bureau)

Median income is reported for students in the Group Mentoring Program only, as individual student data is not available 
for students participating in the Goal Setting Program.
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ELEMENTARY

87%                    
of all goals set by P4K 
students were achieved.
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goal achievement 

41,068

Across all students, grades K-6  

35,602
goals were written by P4K students.

Kindergarten goal setting

P4K kindergarteners are just learning the skill of goal setting; therefore 
their teachers set goals for the whole classroom.

148 class-wide life skill goals were written by 37 P4K Kindergarten classes.

138 of those goals were met.

goal setting, grades 1-6

P4K elementary students have their math and reading goals set by their teachers based on 
different standards by grade level. Our 1st and 2nd grade teachers set their students’ math 
and reading goals based on classroom work. Meanwhile, students’ goals in grades 3-6 are 
written toward learning gaps identified through the OPS Acuity Predictive Test results. All 
skills assessed are aligned with Nebraska State Standards. When a skill gap is identified, 
students write goals toward mastery of that skill using Acuity Instructional Resources.

of these goals were met.

PROGRAM IMPACTPROGRAM IMPACT
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elementary goal achievement

Performance on Nebraska 
State Accountability Tests 
(NeSA)

The P4K Goal Setting Program supports NeSA 
proficiency in reading and math for in grades 
3-6, as student goals are set to identified skill 
gaps for individual students. In the Goal Setting 
Program, P4K schools have shown consistent 
growth on NeSA scores over the past four years,                         
as represented by an:

• 8% increase in NeSA Reading scores

• 16% increase in NeSA Math scores

reading goal achievement

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

91%

86%

90%

math goal achievement

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

90%

87%

89%

life skill goal achievement

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

81%

80%

81%

PROGRAM IMPACT

P4K student proficiency  
in reading and math

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014

pe
rc

en
t p

ro
fic

ie
nt

55%

50%

45%

40%

35%

30%

25%

20%

60%
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P4K vs. OPS Comparison Schools
NeSA Proficiency

3 Years of NeSA Score Comparisons to OPS Control Schools with Similar Demographics
P4K schools increased their average NeSA scores in reading (5%) and math (10%) over 
3 years compared to control group schools which increased in both math and reading by only 3%.

2014
In 2014, P4K elementary schools were nearly identical to comparison schools 
on NeSA proficiency. 

2013-2014 Elementary NeSA Proficiency

OPS district average

Partnership 4 Kids

OPS comparison 
schools

reading math
60%

66%

48%
54%

47%
54%

Comparison schools are identified by the Omaha Public Schools Research 
Department as demographically similar to schools served by P4K.

3 Year Comparison- P4K vs. Comparison Schools

Comparison

P4K 

2013-14 Math

2013-14 Reading

2012-13 Math

2012-13 Reading

2011-12 Math

2011-12 Reading

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

48%

54%

38%

49%

45%

51%

47%

54%

40%

50%

37%

49%
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PROGRAM IMPACT

NeSA Scale Score Analysis
The results of an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) performed by Dr. Lisa St. Clair 
and her staff at the Interdisciplinary Center for Program Evaluation, Munroe Meyer
 Institute/University of Nebraska Medical Center, showed that any differences in mean 
scores between the NeSA scores of P4K students and the scores of students in OPS 
comparison schools are not statistically significant.

Goal Setting Skills Scale | Hope for the Future

Gallup defines hope as one’s “ideas and energy for the future.”  
To build this hope in students, Gallup suggests:

• Future:  Help students to set goals for the future.
• Ideas:  Help children think about how they can reach these goals. 
• Energy:  Provide support, motivation and success experiences.

                                                    Gallup Student Poll, June 2010

P4K’s Goal Setting Program is built on these three constructs.

2013-2014 NeSA Scale Score Comparison

math

reading

85.20%

86.50%

89.10%

90.80%

ComparisonP4K 
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Survey results below support the belief that the P4K goal setting element throughout 
the program: 

• Teaches the lifelong skill of goal setting
• Provides students with the knowledge to set and achieve future goals

Using the Goal Setting Skills Scale as recommended by the Oregon Mentoring 
Partnership, P4K measured the ability of its students to work toward future goals. 

Goal Setting Skills Scale 2012-2013 2013-2014

Elementary 73% 69%

The strongest scores on this scale came from ratings on the following two statements:

• Whenever I do something, I always give it my best (84%)
• Once I set a goal, I don’t give up until I achieve it (92%)

Area for improvement came from rating the following statement:

• When I set a goal, I think about what I need to do to achieve that goal. (52%)

17
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PROGRAM QUALITY

Principal, Teacher, Parent, and Student Surveys
Catalyst for Academic Growth
Results of the student and parent surveys demonstrate that setting goals through the 
Goal Setting Program acts as a catalyst for positive academic growth. 

elementary survey responses

Principals
Setting P4K goals is a 
positive way to support 
learning for my students 

88% 75%

Teachers
Setting P4K goals is a 
positive way to support 
learning for my students.

76% 81%

Parents

My child has learned 
to set goals because of                    
participation in the goal 
setting program.

87% 90%

 Survey Results 
 Totals represent agree and strongly agree responses. 

2013-2014      2013-2014

Student I try to reach my math and reading goals. 95%
Parent My child is motivated to achieve their 

academic goals. 92%
Student I try to reach my life skill goals. 92%
Parent My child is motivated to achieve their life 

skill goals. 91%

 Survey Results 
 Totals represent agree and strongly agree responses. 

2013-2014

Note: A 50% survey response from P4K elementary principals may explain the differences in principal 
responses over the last two years.
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elementary program satisfaction rates

2012-2013

2011-2012

2013-2014

Parent

Principal

Teacher

Student

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014
Student 78% 81% 82%
Teacher 66% 67% 76%
Principal N/A 88% 75%
Parent 88% 92% 92%
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to

MIDDLE SCHOOL

Average GPA of P4K Middle 
School students rose from 

2.39 to 3.06             
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PROGRAM IMPACT

Performance on Nebraska State Accountability Tests (NeSA)

NeSA tests measure the Nebraska state standards in reading, math and science        
to determine Nebraska students’ proficiency in those standards. While students in 
the P4K Group Mentoring program do not base their goals on Acuity standards like 
their elementary counterparts, it is still necessary to look for substantive differences. 
Our findings showed no consistent correlation between P4K middle school student 
scores and the scores of comparison students in their respective schools.

OPS District Averages: Grades 7 and 8

NeSA Scale Score Analysis
The results of an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) performed by the Interdisciplinary 
Center for Program Evaluation, Munroe Meyer Institute/University of Nebraska 
Medical Center, showed that any differences in mean scores between the NeSA 
scores of P4K students and the scores of students in OPS comparison schools         
are not statistically significant. 

School P4K Comparison 
Students

P4K Comparison 
Students

Lewis and Clark 65% 64% 45% 41%
Marrs 68% 71% 68% 50%
McMillan 53% 55% 28% 37%
Monroe 54% 39% 50% 20%
Norris 64% 63% 29% 30%

NeSA Reading
Proficiency

Math
Proficiency

OPS District Average Grade 7 Grade 8
Reading 63% 59%
Math 44% 36%
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PROGRAM IMPACT

While there was minimal impact on the results of P4K students’ 
NeSA scores, their GPAs showed substantial improvement over 
the previous year.

2013-2014 NeSA Scale Score Comparisons

math

reading

81.37%

81.34%

88.65%

90.87%

Comparison

P4K 

2012-2013

2013-2014

2.39

3.06

student GPA comparison
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P4K students averaged nearly 
4 fewer missed days of school 

per year than their non-P4K classmates.

school attendance
As part of P4K’s middle school program, Group Mentors act as non-parental adults 
who place an emphasis on developing life skills, improving school attendance, 
and who encourage students to develop a sense of “future.” P4K recognizes that        
student attendance positively correlates with student motivation, engagement             
in learning, and increased graduation rates. It is also likely that the improvment 
in student GPA is connected to the substantial improvement in school attendance.

The Student Attendance Benchmark for P4K mentoring students is defined as missing 
8 or fewer school days per year. For the 2013-2014 school year, P4K middle school 
students averaged .99 absences per quarter, or 3.9 days per year, with 67% averaging 
two or fewer absences per quarter for the school year. 

Student attendance has improved from the previous school year with students missing 
2.9 fewer days of school than in the previous year.  

Mentoring has significant positive effects 
among middle school drop-outs, lowering the high
levels of absenteeism among high-risk students. 
(Kennelly & Monrad, 2007)

average days absent per school year

2012-2013 2013-2014
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

6.8

3.9

days absent
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student meeting attendance
The expectation for student meeting attendance in 2013-2014 was 70%. 
Attendance is determined based upon their presence at three monthly meetings, 
both on-site at their schools or off-site with partner programs, where direct group 
mentoring occurs.

PROGRAM IMPACT

goal setting skills scale

Hope for the Future
Gallup defines hope as one’s “ideas and energy for the future.”  
To build this hope in students, Gallup suggests:

• Future:  Help students to set goals for the future.
• Ideas:  Help children think about how they can reach these goals. 
• Energy:  Provide support, motivation, and success experiences.

                                                                  (Gallup Student Poll, June 2010)

Survey results below support P4K’s efforts to improve students’ goal setting skills:
• Teaches the lifelong skill of setting goals
• Provides students with the ability to set and work toward future goals

Using the Goal Setting Skills Scale as recommended by the Oregon Mentoring Partnership, 
P4K measured the ability of P4K students to work toward future goals. 

2012-2013 2013-2014
2017 (2014 8th Grade) 62% 67%
2018 (2014 7th Grade) 70% 71%

average student meeting attendance  
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The strongest scores on this scale came from ratings on the following two 
statements:
• Whenever I do something, I always give it my best (86%)
• Once I set a goal, I don’t give up until I achieve it (87%)
Area for improvement came from rating on the following statement:
• How often do you work on goals that you have set for yourself? (63%)

student engagement instrument
While results of the student engagement instrument were anticipated for this report, 
an insufficient number of OPS teachers administered the assessment to provide 
meaningful results for P4K middle school students or their comparison counterparts.

See methodology section for additional information.

Goal Setting Skills Scale 2012-2013 2013-2014

Middle school 74% 75%

25
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student survey results
Student surveys are administered at the end of the school year in order to get                  
a first-hand account of students’ perceptions of the program. The results of our            
student surveys again showed outstanding motivation on our students’ behalf              
to continue their education.

PROGRAM QUALITY

student retention
Research confirms that mentoring works. Thus, student retention in the mentoring 
program is a critical factor in student development. The research brief, “Mentoring: 
A Promising Strategy for Youth Development” found that youth who participate in 
mentoring relationships experience a number of positive benefits, including:

• Better school attendance 
• A better chance of going on to higher education 
• Better attitudes toward school
• Diminished instances of substance abuse
• Reduced negative behaviors
• Improved social attitudes and relationships

http://www.childtrends.org/

2013-2014 student retention rates
grade 7 to grade 8

80%

Totals represent agree and strongly 
agree responses. 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014

I am motivated to finish high school. 95% 95% 99%
I am motivated to go to college, trade, 
or technical school. 89% 90% 93%

I am motivated to maintain good grades. 83% 91% 88%
I am motivated to attend school regularly. 93% 93% 87%
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         Middle School Satisfaction Rates
Middle school students and their parents displayed high satisfaction rates for the 
group mentoring program during the 2013-2014 school year. 

Middle School Program Satisfaction Rate
Parents 81%
Students 89%
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to

HIGH SCHOOL

100% of P4K 
students graduated from
high school for the third 
consecutive year!
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PROGRAM IMPACT

NeSA Proficiency
Nebraska State Accountability Tests (NeSA)
NeSA tests are administered state-wide to students in grades 3-8 and 11.Due to P4K’s transition to a K-9 
model in 2013-2014, there are no NeSA scores to report for high school. During the 2013-2014 academic 
year P4K’s high school program served students through 9th grade with continued indirect services up to 
high school graduation. Graduating seniors were served as part of the program transition and their scores 
are included in this report.

high school GPA

The average GPA of P4K 
high school students rose from 

2.59 to 3.23

Due to the fact that 19 of 42 ninth graders did not have signed Release of Information forms submitted 
to the Omaha Public School District, only 55% of 9th grade GPAs were available for this report.

2012-2013

2013-2014

3.5

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5

0
P4K Average GPA P4K 9th P4K 12th

3.3

2.632.57

3.173.23

2.59
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PROGRAM IMPACT

There is a statistically significant difference in school attendance rates 
for P4K middle and high school students. P4K students attend school  
an average of 4 more days than comparison groups of students at the 
same school, same grade level.

school attendance
As part of P4K’s high school program, volunteer Navigators act as non-parent 
adults who place an emphasis on developing life skills, improving school attendance, 
and who encourage students to develop a sense of “future.” P4K recognizes that student 
attendance positively correlates with student motivation, engagement in learning, and increased 
graduation rates. It is also likely that the improvement in student GPA is connected to the sub-
stantial improvement in school attendance.

students attendance benchmark
The student attendance benchmark for P4K mentoring students is measured as missing 
8 or fewer school days per year.

high school attendance
For the 2013-2014 school year, P4K high school students averaged 1.3 absences per quarter 
with 75% averaging two or fewer absences per quarter for the school year. (5.2 days)

PROGRAM IMPACT

30
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Mentoring has significant positive effects among high school drop-outs, lowering the high 
levels of absenteeism among high-risk students. (Kennelly & Monrad, 2007)

9th grade student meeting attendance
The student attendance benchmark for P4K mentoring students is measured 
as attending 70% or more of after-school group mentoring meetings. The transition 
of P4K to a K-9 model included the removal of its 10th- 12th grade programs.                  
As such, this conversion may have influenced 9th grade student meeting attendance.                
Subsequently, these changes also likely contributed to the decline in student retention 
from 8th to 9th grade.

average days absent per school year

2012-2013 2013-2014
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

6.9

5.2

days absent

average student meeting attendance

2012-2013

2013-2014

78%

45%
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goal setting skill scale 
Hope for the Future
It is important here to re-address Gallup Student Poll findings that teaching students                  
the skill of goal setting helps build in them a sense of future, creating ideas and            
energy for that future. 

(Gallup Student Poll, June 2010)

Survey results below support the belief that the P4K goal setting element throughout the program: 
• Teaches the lifelong skill of goal setting
• Provides students with the knowledge to work toward future goals

Using the Goal Setting Skills Scale as recommended by the Oregon Mentoring Partnership,           
P4K measured the ability of P4K students to work toward future goals. 

The strongest scores on this scale came from ratings on the following two statements:
• Once I set a goal, I don’t give up until I achieve it (96%)
• Whenever I do something, I always give it my best (89%)

Area for improvement came from rating on the following statement:
• How often do you work on goals that you have set for yourself? (63%)

student engagement instrument
While results of the student engagement instrument were anticipated 
for this report, an insufficient number of OPS teachers administered the   
assessment to provide meaningful results for P4K high school students 
or their comparison counterparts.

See methodology section for additional information.

PROGRAM IMPACT

Goal Setting Skills Scale 2012-2013 2013-2014

High School 79% 81%
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P4K graduation rates
100% of P4K students graduated from high school in 2014.  This is the third 
consecutive year of a 100% percent graduation rate for P4K students.

2014 graduation rates of schools served by P4K follow, with an overall OPS graduation rate of 80.7.

School 2014 Graduation Rate

Central 81.7

North 82.4

Northwest 74.8

South 76.4

OPS Graduation Rate P4K Graduation Rate

75.50%

100%

77.80% 80.70%

100% 100%

P4K Graduation Rates
with OPS Graduation Rates

2011 - 2012 2013 - 20142012 - 2013
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PROGRAM QUALITY

student retention

2013-2014 student retention rates
grade 8 to grade 9.58%

student transitions to partner programs
As part of the new K-9 P4K model, formal partnerships were solidified with Avenue     
Scholars, College Possible, and TeamMates youth serving programs.  These partnerships 
were created in an attempt to reduce the duplication of services within the community 
while continuing support services for P4K students.   Upon completion of the P4K program 
at the end of the 9th grade year, students were assisted in applying and qualifying for 
P4K’s partner programs.  

During the spring of 2014, P4K was able to make the following program transitions for 10th & 11th 
grade students.

Partner Program # of Student Transitions
Avenue Scholars 18

College Possible 9

TeamMates 2

Other (Whitney Young, 
TRIO, etc.) 5

34
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During this process, it was realized that more options need to be available to 
provide P4K students with support services toward high school graduation and 
college access. Toward that end, additional transition opportunities were made 
available for P4K students.

P4K also realized the need for support services for 10th graders within
the Omaha community and has made the decision to provide direct services 
for 10th graders beginning 2nd semester of the 2014-2015 school year.

student surveys
Student surveys are administered at the end of the school year in             
order to get a first-hand account of students’ perceptions of the program.            
The results of our student surveys again showed outstanding motivation 
on our students’ behalf to continue their education.

9th Grade Program Satisfaction Rates
P4K desires to meet the needs of all stakeholders in its programs. 
Progress toward this goal is measured through stakeholder surveys. 
One of the key measurements is whether parents and their students 
are satisfied with P4K’s programs.

Totals represent agree and strongly agree 
responses. 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014

I am motivated to finish high school. 96% 94% 96%
I am motivated to go to college, trade, 
or technical school. 94% 90% 93%

I am motivated to maintain good grades. 94% 92% 89%
I am motivated to attend school regularly. 96% 90% 89%

High School Program Satisfaction Rate
Parents 100%
Students 85%
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to

COLLEGE ACCESS

56 college students were                         
supported through P4K’s College         
Access Program with a total of 

             
$164,000

provided in P4K scholarship funding!       
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2014 high school graduates

100% of P4K high school graduates enrolled in some 
form of post-secondary education.

84% of these students pursuing post-secondary education 
received P4K Scholarship funding.

2013-2014 college students

P4K’s College Access Coordinator supported 56 P4K 
students attending college during the 2013-2014 school year.  
The total funding provided by P4K for these students was $164,000.

2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014
Graduates enrolled in post-
secondary education 88% 92% 100%

Graduates funded through 
P4K 30% 33% 84%

2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014
Total students enrolled in post-secondary education 23 24 56
Total students funded in post-secondary education 22 23 46
Total amount of post-seondary funding provided by 
P4K $67,159 $84,254 $164,000
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PROGRAM QUALITY

In addition, 26 students have received approximately $250,000 in 
outside scholarships to help fund their tuition costs!

P4K Student College Choices
The following are the college choices of 2014 graduating seniors funded through P4K.

2014 graduates
University of Nebraska Omaha - 6
University of Nebraska Lincoln - 5
Metro Community College - 3
Doane College - 2            

Bellevue University - 1                      
Clarkson College - 1    
Iowa University-1 
Morningside College - 1
Spelman College - 1

Associated numbers reflect the number of P4K graduates attending the school as freshmen.

P4K college access facts

2013 2014
Total P4K scholarship recipients increased by 100%

23 46
Total P4K scholarship funding increased by 95%

$84,254 $164,000
Scholarship recipient renewals increased by 37%

53% 90%
Scholarship applications from graduating seniors increased by 29%

46% 75%
Average AOK award per student was down by $202

$3,510 $3,308

COLLEGE ACCESS
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P4K supports upper classmen at the above schools as well as these additional 
post-secondary institutions.

P4K Upper Classmen
College of Saint Mary
Creighton University
Grambling State University
Morehouse College
Wayne State College

Note: P4K classifies post-secondary enrollment as any of the following:

• Four-year college/university
• Two-year college
• Trade school
• Military

4

39
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VOLUNTEERS

356 community
volunteers supported                   
P4K students!
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volunteer impact
P4K believes in the transformative power of a positive
relationship with a caring adult. Goal Buddies, Group        
Mentors, and Navigators play a significant role in                 
supporting students as they strive to achieve their 
goals and maintain a hopeful vision of the future.

Note:  Estimated volunteer hours are based on each volunteer completing one school year of service.
A large reason for the decline in the number of mentors/navigators is the shift of meetings from two to three times per month. 
This forced several mentors to leave the program as the new time commitment was untenable. Furthermore, additional 
mentors would be unable to follow their students through the program as far as they previously anticipated.

P4K Volunteer Retention

P4K Match Retention Rate
Because the length of a match between mentor and mentee is often critical to its success, 
it is important to address match retention rates.

54% of P4K students were matched with a mentor during the 2013-2014 school year.
46% of these matches were continuing mentoring relationships from the previous year.

These numbers reflect the continual need for willing and able adults to provide support in 
a child’s life.  P4K is making concerted efforts to increase the number of mentors for the 
P4K Group Mentoring Program and the retention rate of the mentor/mentee matches.

Volunteer Impact
2012-2013 2013-2014

Elementary Number of Goal Buddies 340 308
Middle School Number of Mentors 53 22
High School Number of Mentors/Navigators 78 22

College Number of College
Student Mentors

New in 
2013-2014 4

Total number of community volunteers 471 356
Estimated number of hours volunteered 6,438 7,415
Estimated in-kind value of volunteer time $108,545 $135,947

Volunteer Retention
2012-2013 2013-2014

Percentage of Mentors retained from the previous 
school year 51% 52%

Percentage of Goal Buddies retained from the previous 
school year 62% 63%
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value of volunteering for corporate partners
A large amount of research exists stating that volunteerism benefits the companies 
whose employees volunteer.  Apart from the intangible benefits, such as strengthening 
and connecting communities, there are several tangible benefits as well:

• A 2010 survey by United Healthcare showed that 76% of those who volunteered the   
 previous year felt better about their employer because of its role in volunteer activities.

• Additionally, employees who volunteered reported improved morale, showed                 
     better retention rates within their organization, and felt more satisfied with their         
     physical health.                      

Society for Human Resource Management - http://www.shrm.org/

P4K volunteer surveys
Results of the P4K 2014 Volunteer Survey support the fact that volunteering is beneficial 
for the individual as well as for the company/corporation. 

•	 94% of corporate volunteers agree that, “Volunteering with P4K is a meaningful way for my       
     company to give back to the community.”

•	 79% of corporate volunteers agree that, “Without the release time from my company, I would      
     be unable to volunteer with P4K.” 

•	 96% of corporate volunteers would recommend P4K as a volunteer organization                              
       to other companies.

VOLUNTEER IMPACTVOLUNTEERS
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*100% of the P4K “non-programming” staff volunteered with either the elementary, middle, 
or high school program.

OFFUTT
AIR FORCE BASE

During the 2013-2014 school year, P4K was fortunate to have 25 corporate partners 
or organizations that supported the Goal Setting & Group Mentoring Programs by allowing 3 
or more of their employees to volunteer during the work day. Participating companies understand 
the positive impact volunteering has on their employees and on their organizations.

Prince Hall
Masons of 
Nebraska

*
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VOLUNTEER RECOGNITION

While mentoring’s greatest impact comes over the long term, it is important         
to celebrate the short-term victories. Therefore, P4K implements several strategies 
to maintain mentor morale and demonstrate its appreciation for the volunteers’ 
hard work.

Volunteer Satisfaction Rates

Fall 2013 
Program Coordinators were 
able to meet with their 
mentors at Scooter’s at the 
beginning of the year to get 
acquainted.

Jan 2014 
National Mentoring Month
Thank-you	letters	and	certificates	
sent to volunteers and corporate 
partner CEOs. Each mentor 
received a P4K zip drive from 
their Program Coordinator.

April 2014 
Thank-a-Thon
All P4K volunteers          
contacted with an                 
individual “Thank You.”

April 2014 
Mentor Mixer at Jimmy D’s 
Designed for school staff, P4K 
staff and mentors to mingle.

May 2014 
Taste of Omaha     
Volunteer Celebration
Thanking and Honoring 
Our Top Notch Mentors. 

monthly contact
• E-mail newsletter connecting volunteers with P4K activities and events
• Monthly Volunteer Birthday Greeting       
• Mentor of the Quarter- Goal Buddy and Group Mentor
• Top–Notch Mentors were honored with a Scooters gift certificate and polar fleece jacket.

Feb 2014 
Mentor Mixer at 
Scooter’s
Designed for school 
staff, P4K staff and 
mentors. 

goal buddies group mentors

2012-
2013

2013-
2014

80% 95% 71%

2012-
2013

2013-
2014

82%

VOLUNTEERSVOLUNTEER IMPACTVOLUNTEERS
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Partnership 4 Kids is committed to using 
the power of the internet and social media 
to reach more of our students, volunteers, 
and the community at large. Through our 
website, Facebook, and Twitter, we update 
our community members on events, 
fundraisers, and other exciting pieces 
of news pertinent to P4K.

MARKETING + COMMUNICATIONS

6,755

new website visitors

Mentoring

Website visits

Facebook 
likes

Facebook 
likes, posts, 
comments

9,381

2,854

1,000

511

91

23

Twitter
followers

Community
Awareness

Events

News media
mentions

(print, TV,
 radio)
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The ratios of P4K funding sources have remained steady over the past three 
years, with foundation donations remaining the largest funding base.

P4K also receives financial support from those who lead and work with the program.

• 100% of Board of Directors members support P4K programming through their       
    donation of time, in-kind giving, and financial contributions.

• 96% of P4K staff members support P4K programming through both in-kind giving
    and financial contributions.

2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014

In-kind donations towards programming and special events provide tremendous 
additional support for P4K programs. P4K is proud to have 240 businesses,     
organizations, and individuals that have provided in-kind support valued 
at well over $237,860 for the 2013-2014 school year.

69% Foundation Donations

10% Individual Donations

16% Fundraising Events

5% Corporate Donations

71% Foundation Donations

10% Individual Donations

14% Fundraising Events 

5% Corporate Donations

72% Foundation Donations

6% Individual Donations

13% Fundraising Events 

9% Corporate Donations

FUND DEVELOPMENT

in-kind support 

47
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a 

P4K UNIVERSITY

average daily workshop      
attendance was 23 of the 25 
registered students, 
a 92% attendance rate. 

        students registered 
for university workshops 

with     participating during 
the 4-week program.

  SUMMER 2014

96

100 
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Research supports the fact that students learn at about the same rate during the course
of the traditional 180-day academic year, regardless of their socioeconomic status. The 
achievement gap has been found to narrow between fall and spring, and then widens again 
over the summer, as outlined in the following article.

As such, during the summer of 2014, Partnership 4 Kids embarked on formal summer                 
programming for students in grades 7, 8 and 9. Four 4-day workshops were offered to P4K         
students as part of this new P4K University.

Workshops were offered free of charge to students in the Partnership 4 Kids group mentoring program, with lunch 
and transportation provided.

P4K University

P4K ‘Law & Order’
Law School for Teens

In partnership with the 
Douglas County Juvenile 
Courts, Douglas County 

Corrections, and the Creighton
University School of Law.

P4K Mini-Medical School
All about Medical Careers & Stuff

In partnership with 
Creighton University’s          

Department of   
Health Sciences.

Amazing Race to the Zipline
Crazy Health & Welness for Teens

P4K Blast!
The Coolest Science, 

Technology, & Math EVER!

participating businesses and schools       
supported P4K in offering P4K  
University workshops for students. 

  
28

In partnership with 
UNO Department 

of STEM Education.

In partnership with Aksarben      
Village Properties, the Kroc 
Center, and Outward Bound. 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/emily-richmond/summer-learning-no-vacati_b_5599204.html
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OMAHA PUBLIC SCHOOLS

P4K Supports the OPS Strategic Plan

Partnership 4 Kids designs its programs in support of the OPS Strategic Plan. The mission of OPS, to 
prepare all students to excel in college, career, and life, aligns with P4K’s efforts to support its students 
from Kindergarten to Careers. This is borne out when P4K’s successes are aligned with the guiding 
principles laid out in the OPS Strategic Plan.

• Safe, Healthy, and Engaged Students – 90% of P4K’s group mentoring students report that
the P4K program provides a ‘safe and secure environment for me after school.’ The hours from 3 PM to 5 PM, 
when students are out of school and parents are still at work are well-represented by P4K’s middle and high 
school programs, providing a safe haven for students during those critical hours.

• High Expectations, Rigorous Curriculum, and Effective Instruction – One of the four pillars of P4K’s 
program is that of goal setting, specifically setting ‘stretch’ goals: those goals that motivate students to push 
themselves to reach new heights.

• Committed, Diverse, and Effective Teachers, Administrators, and Staff – Partnership 4 Kids’       
program coordinators have developed strong relationships with the teachers of P4K students and administrators 
of P4K schools. These partnerships allow P4K to better serve its students in reaching their ultimate goal of high 
school graduation and post-secondary success.

• Engaged and Empowered Parents and Families – Parental and family involvement is a key 
element of P4K’s success. Parents are present at events for their students from elementary through high school: 
be it a goal setting celebration for 3rd graders, a graduation picnic for 8th graders, or a scholarship banquet for 
outgoing 12th graders. Partnership 4 Kids recognizes the importance of familial buy-in and strives to engage 
those stakeholders in their students’ education.

• Involved and Supportive Community Partners – Partnership 4 Kids works closely with the 
Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment and Research Departments at OPS. The strength of this partnership has 
forged many successes within P4K’s programs and incalculably enhances P4K’s ability to serve its students. In 
addition, 356 P4K volunteers bring their corporate and community connections into the P4K schools allowing 
business, community and education to partner in student success.

• Accessible, Transparent, and Two-Way Communication – Omaha Public Schools and Partnership 
4 Kids share a strong relationship. The support of the Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment Department 
in P4K program design and the shared data efforts of the Research Department are invaluable to designing
supportive programs and conducting program evaluation for P4K. Additionally, OPS’ willingness to provide        
office space in some of its schools for P4K’s program coordinators has allowed these programs to truly thrive 
as an integral piece of the scholastic puzzle. In addition to Partnership 4 Kids’ efforts to meet the guiding         
principles of OPS’ strategic plan, it is also working toward realizing some of the measurable indicators that    
OPS uses to define success.
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STRATEGIC PLAN
• Increased percentage of students graduating from high school in four years – 100% of high 
school students enrolled in Partnership 4 Kids graduated in four years for each of the past three years.

• Increased percentage of students taking the ACT by the end of 12th grade – P4K students are   
supported in the ACT process with enrollment in partner program classes as preparation for the ACT. 

• Increased percentage of students enrolled in postsecondary education, enlisted in military,      
or employed six months after graduation – The 2013-2014 school year showed that 100% of P4K 
2014 graduates were enrolled at a postsecondary institution or had enlisted in the military.

• Increased student proficiency every year across all grades and subjects on state accountability 
tests – P4K students’ NeSA proficiency rates in math and English rose each of the past four years across all of 
P4K’s programs.

• Decreased percentage of students who are absent 10 or more days – During the 2013-2014 
school year, students enrolled in P4K’s middle and high school programs were absent four fewer days than their 
peers in their respective schools.

51
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EVALUATION FINDINGS

Goal Setting Findings

As goal setting in one of the four pillars of the P4K program, it is important to note that the  
longer students are exposed to the goal setting process in the P4K program, the more likely it is 
that those students will use goals to assist in defining their future.  This is evident in the results 
of the Goal Setting Skills Scale (Oregon Mentoring Partnership).

The following percentages of students indicate their use of goal setting when thinking about the 
future and for motivating themselves to turn this future vision into reality. 

P4K’s Goal Setting Program is built on the Gallup constructs (Gallup Student Poll results, June 
2010) of developing hope: defined as “ideas and energy for the future.”

To build these three constructs of hope in students, Gallup suggests:
• Future: Help students to set goals for the future.
• Ideas: Help children think about how they can reach these goals.
• Energy: Provide support, motivation and success experiences.

Goal Setting Skills Scale

Elementary (Grades 4-6)
Middle School (Grades 7-8)
High School (Grade 9)

69%
75%
81%
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EVALUATION FINDINGS

Elementary

NeSA proficiency scores for reading and math in P4K elementary schools rose for the fourth 
consecutive year. More significantly, the gap between P4K and OPS’ average proficiency rates 
in those subjects is steadily shrinking. During the 2010-2011 school year, OPS schools 
averaged 60% proficiency in reading, while P4K schools averaged just 46%: a difference     
of 14%. However, that difference dropped to merely 9% this past year. A similar trend has 
emerged with regard to math scores. The 2010-2011 school year saw an OPS average of 49% 
proficiency in math, compared to P4K’s 31%: a difference of 18%. During the 2013-2014 
school year, that gap shrank to 4%. P4K views these gains in proficiency as a substantial 
accomplishment as it strives to bridge the gap between the schools it serves and the 
Omaha Public School District at large.

Additionally, the NeSA results of P4K schools were compared to those of other OPS schools 
of similar demographic and socioeconomic makeup. Those results bore out the same trends 
as seen above. In 2011-2012, P4K lagged behind these comparison schools by 8% in NeSA 
math proficiency and 2% in NeSA reading proficiency. As of the 2013-2014 school year, that 
gap has been narrowed and P4K’s proficiency scores are now equal with its comparison schools 
in reading and only 1% behind in math. This leads to the conclusion that P4K reading and 
math goals, identified as student skill gaps through Acuity testing, contribute to higher 
proficiency on state standards.

The results of an the analysis performed by Dr. Lisa St. Clair and her staff showed that 
any differences in mean scores between the NeSA scores of P4K students and the scores 
of students in OPS comparison schools are not statistically significant. These findings dictate 
that, while P4K’s use of Acuity supports NeSA proficiency in reading and math, it must 
consider additional measurement in the areas of affective and cognitive development 
for students served.

As goal setting is one of the pillars of P4K programming, it is essential to evaluate student use 
of this skill. Surveys showed that 70% of P4K 4th, 5th, and 6th graders use goal setting in their 
daily lives. Findings from the Gallup student poll indicate this skill helps build a sense of future 
and hope for students, a key component of Partnership 4 Kids’ mission.
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Middle School

NeSA scores in both math and reading for P4K middle school students showed no consistent 
difference between their results and those of their peers not in the P4K program. This was 
true across both proficiency rates and scale scores reported by the Munroe-Meyer Institute. 
However, that same third party analysis showed that P4K students average 4 fewer days absent 
than do the other students at their schools. This is a statistically significant result and one that 
ties directly to the improvement of in-school academic performance among P4K students. 
P4K middle school students’ GPAs rose to 3.06 in 2013-2014, a result at least partially 
attributable to the improved attendance numbers.

NeSA scale score findings also indicate that the impact of the P4K group mentoring program 
should be measured in additional areas, primarily executive functioning skills. These include 
measures of inhibition, emotional control, memory, planning, and organization among others.
To this end, P4K will administer the CEFI (Comprehensive Executive Function Inventory) 
as a pre-test to all 6th graders accepted in to the mentoring program in 2015, with the first 
post-test scores available in 2018.

Research shows that the longer a student is involved in a mentoring program, the greater the 
benefit they will see. In 2013-2014, P4K’s middle school program retained 80% of its 
students from grades 7-8, exceeding its benchmark standard of 75% student retention.

EVALUATION FINDINGS
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High School

Improving high school graduation rates is a key component of both P4K’s and OPS’ missions. 
For the 3rd consecutive year, 100% of P4K high school students graduated in four years, 
compared to 80.7% for OPS.

In addition to the high graduation rates of P4K students, a third party analysis showed that P4K 
high school students average 4 fewer days absent than do the other students at their schools. 
This is a statistically significant result and one that ties directly to the improvement of in-school 
academic performance among P4K students. P4K high school students’ GPAs rose to 3.23 in 
2013-2014, a result at least partially attributable to the improved attendance numbers.

During the 2013-2014 school year, Partnership 4 Kids continued its 9th grade program, 
but ended the 10th grade portion of its programming. Consequently, due to a variety 
of circumstances, a lack of understanding about the role of the 9th grade program was also 
created that negatively affected high school student retention, driving it down to 58%. 
This is also a potential factor in the decline of the average 9th grade meeting attendance to 45%.

The intent of the new P4K model was the elimination of duplicate services within the Omaha 
community. As our partner programs provide strong college preparation curriculum in 11th 
and 12th grades, P4K was able to form partnerships to provide services for its students. During 
this transitory year, P4K began the process of enrolling its 156 10th and 11th grade students in 
partner programs. However, due to a recognized lack of support services for 10th graders within 
the Omaha community, P4K will reinstate its 10th grade program in the 2014-2015 school year. 
Furthermore, P4K has committed to forming additional partnerships to provide support services 
for its students in 11th and 12th grade.

EVALUATION FINDINGS
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APPENDIX
2012 Peter Kiewit Institute Research Study

In October 2012, Dr. Deepak Khazanchi, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, The Peter 
Kiewit Institute, University of Nebraska at Omaha, in cooperation with the Omaha Public 
Schools Research Department, conducted a third-party evaluation of the Goal Setting and Group 
Mentoring Programs at Partnership 4 Kids. According to Dr. Khazanchi, “All results are quite 
positive for P4K programs.”

goal setting
ANOVA & Pearson correlation analyses were used on the NeSA scores. 
A Spearman correlation analysis was conducted on Reading and Math grades.

analysis 1 
Reading grades, math grades and NeSA scores for students in the twelve participating 
P4K schools were measured against a control group of non-participating students from 
other Title 1 schools. (Title I is a federal designation to ensure that all children have a fair, 
equal and significant opportunity to obtain a high-quality education and reach, at a minimum, 
proficiency on challenging state academic achievement standards and state academic 
assessments.)

Findings: Compared to students in the control group, students in the Goal Setting Program 
overall did not show higher scores on NeSA Reading, Math or Science Tests.

It is likely that the effects of the Goal Setting Program are confounded by other factors. 
Thus, it was necessary to examine the effects of the Goal Setting Program within the 
participants (see analysis 2). 

analysis 2
Reading grades, math grades and NeSA scores for Goal Setting participants who met 
their goals were measured against Goal Setting participants who did not meet their goals.

Findings: 

• Goal Setting participants that achieved their goals had significantly higher NeSA Reading,      
   NeSA Math and NeSA science scores than Goal Setting participants who did not achieve  
   their goals. 
• As students increased the number of reading goals achieved, reading grades increased.
• As students increased the number of math goals achieved, math grades increased. 
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Goal Setting Participants Achieving Goals 
 
Compared to Goal Setting Participants Not Achieving Goals

NeSA Reading Test Scores Significantly Higher
NeSA Math Test Scores Significantly Higher
NeSA Science Scores Significantly Higher
Total Student Goal Achievement Significantly Higher

group mentoring
ANOVA and correlation were the statistical analyses used. 

The grade point average (GPA), NeSA scores, school attendance and credits earned toward 
graduation of students in the P4K group mentoring program were measured against a control 
group of students with similar demographics (free and reduced lunch status & ethnicity)
attending the same schools but not participating in the Group Mentoring Program. 

Findings:

• Group Mentoring participants had significantly higher NeSA Reading, NeSA Math and NeSA  
  science scores than students in the control group.
• Group Mentoring participants had significantly higher GPAs than students in the control 
  group. 
• Students in the group mentoring program did have more “days present” at school, however, 
  the difference was not statistically significant.
• Students in the group mentoring program did have more credits earned toward high school 
  graduation; however, the difference was not statistically significant.

In 2012, P4K had a 100% graduation rate, compared to the OPS graduation rate of 75.5%.

Group Mentoring Participants Compared to Control Group

NeSA Reading Test Scores Significantly Higher
NeSA Math Test Scores Significantly Higher
NeSA Science Scores Significantly Higher
Student Grade Point Average Significantly Higher

Note: Findings of “Significantly Higher” indicate that this difference can be attributed to participation in P4K program. 
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NOTES
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